Eportfolios and more: the developing role of eportfolios within the digital landscape.

A collaborative international seminar

Dublin City University, 23-25 May 2018.

This intentionally global Seminar, the second organised by the Centre for Recording Achievement (UK) and the Association for Authentic, Experiential and Evidence-Based Learning (USA), will take place in the wonderful setting of the capital of the Republic of Ireland. Hosted by Dublin City University, our second seminar will focus upon the contributions that eportfolio technologies can bring to the wider learning and development landscape.

The seminar will provide a blended format, a purposeful mix of whole event working within a colloquium setting and conventional workshops and seminars grouped by themes. We will particularly emphasise the relationship of eportfolios and related technologies to:

• **learning**: the management of learning by institutions; support for increasing the agency of individuals in their roles as learners; the connections to systems and strategies which support such approaches to learning, and the development of ‘digital capability’ by students, faculty and staff;

• **formal and informal contexts for learning**: support for learning and progression in both formal educational environments and within workplace and community settings, for example as part of Degree Apprenticeships in the UK and Continuing Professional Development (CPD) provision in employment;

• **presentation**: the presentation of learning outcomes, not only by enabling individuals to present holistic accounts of their own development based upon clearly constructed narratives to support claims for employability, but also in connecting to digital credentials related to curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular learning;

• **mobility and internationalisation**: including working with distributed/distance learners and supporting social and geographical mobility, specifically by enabling digital student data portability as envisaged by the signatories to the Groningen Declaration, amongst others.

What colleagues said about our first collaborative seminar (Edinburgh 2016):

_The seminar was the best eportfolio seminar I attended thus far and my institution hosted one recently._

_It was a very busy 3 days and organised wonderfully so that you were kept involved and challenged._

_I feel regenerated by the fact that others face the same difficulties and hopes, and still look enthusiastic!_  

_The variety of topics was most valuable to me personally. I am left feeling as though there is a rich world of pedagogically-driven ePortfolio practice that has now opened up for me._

You can read the call for proposals below and submit a proposal online at: [https://tinyurl.com/ycpdye8u](https://tinyurl.com/ycpdye8u)
Call for Proposals:

Colleagues are asked to note that the majority of proposals are likely to be accommodated on the second day of the seminar.

The seminar will be intentionally inclusive: submissions and participation are invited from both established and emergent researchers and practitioners with an interesting story to tell. Studies employing various methodologies are welcome, from case studies of individuals and small groups to large cross-institutional studies linked to retention and graduation data. We aim to:

- focus upon sharing and developing the body of evaluation and research evidence to inform decisions about effective practices, and specifically upon encouraging practitioners to engage in and report upon such research and evaluation activities;
- provide an environment that is supportive, developmental and scholarly.

Proposals are welcomed under one of the following headings:

- **Workshops**: 50 minute sessions exploring the uses, functionality, and/or best practices of e-portfolios.
- **Research**: 25 minutes in which e-portfolio methods, tools, and characteristics are assessed and evaluated.
- **Roundtable Discussions/Symposia**: 50 minute contributions allowing for more extended and focused discussions on a particular topic. Facilitators should be prepared to engage participants in dialogue. Roundtable sessions can be informal and flexible but should allow for extended conversation amongst participants.
- **Ignite Sessions**: short, punchy, 5-minute presentations, with slides that advance every 15 seconds, delivered one presentation after the other (Visit http://www.igniteshow.com for examples). Please note that these sessions are NOT simply “rapid-fire” PowerPoint presentations; instead, they are thought-provoking, image-intensive expositions, intended to produce energy, spark ideas, and inspire dialogue.

All proposals should connect to one - or more - of the Seminar themes above.

Student voices are welcomed at the conference, and presenters are encouraged to consider students as co-presenters. We will offer reduced rates for students as co-presenters.

The first closing date for proposals for this event is **Monday 19th February 2018**. All primary proposers submitting by this date will receive feedback on their proposals which will enable colleagues to reserve places at the seminar ‘earlybird’ rate.

Plans are also underway for a special issue of the International Journal of ePortfolio and RAPPORT, the journal of the CRA, and all contributors will have the opportunity to submit contributions for this based upon their seminar proposals.

Please go to [https://tinyurl.com/ycpdye8u](https://tinyurl.com/ycpdye8u) to submit your proposal online.